
Measurements:  
46 x 30 x 14,5 cm
RRP: 119,95 €
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LÄSSIG’s new Rolltop Diaper bag Backpack is made for this season and for many more. Multifaceted, it impresses with its 
high-quality sleekness as well as modernity and sustainability. In addition to the stylish rolltop opening and its ergonomically 
shaped shoulder straps, it has a clean silhouette that conceals more than you can imagine.  

The backpack is opened and closed by an elegant buckle with an integrated magnet. When rolled out it reveals its full size. When 
you open the full-length zipper from top to bottom you get an idea of the spacious and well thought-out inner compartment. The 
light colored, bright checkered lining provides better light conditions and impresses functionally with its further compartments and 
divisions. An interesting cut with a special highlight: The diaper bag backpack can be also opened and closed along its entire 
length like a large zipped compartment in the back, in horizontal format using the side zipper – only the Rolltop Backpack provides 
such an overview.

Parents will appreciate the integrated wet pouch on the front which always allows quick access. Even when the side is open you 
can quickly find the essentials like your mobile phone, keys or tissues. 

Available in anthracite,  
gray and cinnamon.
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The Rolltop Backpack with 14 liter capacity is made 100% of recycled polyester fabric  
from the textile brand Waste2Wear. 

When selecting the material, LÄSSIG consciously decided to cooperate with the textile brand Waste2Wear. 
This brand is committed to producing environmentally friendly materials from used, recycled plastic bottles in 
a fully certified and transparent value chain. In addition, they have set themselves the goal of using or 
collecting plastic waste from the oceans so that it does not get into our oceans in the first place.

Like all LÄSSIG diaper bag backpacks the rolltop also includes a 
comprehensive range of accessories all made in the same design as the 
outer material. Accessories include a water-repellent changing mat, a 
removable jar holder, an insulated, removable bottle holder, a small bag 
for utensils, a key finder and stroller attachments. With many different 
practical compartments all important utensils can be stored well 
thought out.

Subtle details like the color contrasting buckle, the zipper and patch 
logo in beige velour look, give it style. Elegant while sporty: simply 
casual!

To produce one of LÄSSIG’s Green Label Rolltop Backpacks, 38 bottles made of recycled  
plastic bottles are required.38
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